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Women's Resource Center celebrates
new location with panel discussion
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Dine off .
I campus with
Gael Flex

I

Students can now use flex
dollars at local eateries
hv Ashlev Soro
--Contributing Writer

With the largest incoming class
on campus, long lines in the dining hall are inevitable. Especially
during the lunch and dinner hour,
students wait in line to enter the
cafeteria, only to wait in more lines
for their favorite options.
Luckily, Gael Flex, a program
created for students to eat on or
off-campus, has expanded its flexibility. Now, students may eat at
the following locations using their
Saint Mary's identification cards:
Mountain Mike's Pizza, Loard's
Ice Cream, Chipotle Mexican
Grill, Pennini's, and Terzetto
Cuisine.
Trent Lara, a senior living on
campus, enjoys having options
outside of the dining hall: "Eating in Saga [Oliver Hall] during

celebrated their new location near Mitty Hall last Wednesday with an open house and panel discussion entitled "Rhythm
of Change Series: Women on the Forefront," which featured women in leadership positions.

The Women's Resource Center

bV Hannah Kovach
Staff Writer

Last Wednesday, September
15, the Women's Resource Center
(WRC) had its open house to celebrate its new locale next to Mitty
Hall. The staff members running
the WRC are elated about the
move from between Public Safety
and Assumption Hall to central
campus. WRC staff member
Michael Calderon spoke of the
Center's previous inaccessibility, stating that its prior location
"was kind of in the outskirts" of
the school and "seemed like an
estranged entity of the college."
Calderon concluded, "now we're
in central campus, [and] it's better." Sodexho catered the open

house, providing pizza, cheese
and crackers, assorted fruits,
spring rolls, etc.
On the walls of the WRC hang
student-painted pictures. This
is in accordance with the demand made last year by the Our
Struggle movement that there be
places for students to show artistic expression. The WRC's current theme for this year is "The
Rhythm of Change," and there
will be multiple events this year
in accordance with that theme.
During the open house, there
was a small panel discussion
called "Rhythm of Change Series: Women on the Forefront,"
in which Cynthia Parker Ohene,
Vice Mayor Karen Mendoza,
Professor Sandra Grayson and

others discussed what it means
to be a female leader.
The women spoke about their
backgrounds in great detail. In
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particular, Mendoza, a woman
see WRC, p3

Author details Middle Eastern Diaspora to Mexico
hv Jeannine Abusharkh
Contributing Writer

Last Wednesday, the History
and Politics department held an
event that welcomed Historian
of Mexican history Dr. Theresa
Alfaro-Velcamp of Sonoma State
University. Alfaro-Velcamp spoke
about her new book, So Far from

Allah, So Close to Mexico, that studies
the Middle Eastern immigration to
Mexico. During the end of the 19th
and beginning of the 20th century,
thousands of Middle Eastern immigrants migrated to Mexico and
settled in Mexico City, Veracruz,
La Laguna, and Puebla. Many
from Syria, Lebanon, and Palestine
wanted to leave their countries

because of famine and political oppression from the Ottoman Empire,
such as mandatory conscription.
These Arabs were from a variety
of religious backgrounds including
Catholics, Muslims, Christians, and
Jews. These Middle Eastern immigrants left their countries in hopes
of arriving in America, but confusion led them to Latin America.
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Alfaro-Velcamp incorporates
the history of her Lebanese greatgrandfather Mahmood Said Eite
to the book as well. Eite, a Muslim
man whom she never knew, came
to Mexico from Lebanon in1907.
Mexican immigration officials
changed his name to Ruben Alfaro.
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don't beat the rush. Most people
have 10 to 15 minutes to get their
food. You end up missing lunch
anyway." Students want convenience and do not always have the
time to wait in long lines before
their classes. Being a senior, Lara
has yet to experience eating off
campus using his Flex dollars. "I
think it's a great option for students, especially seniors and the
incoming freshmen. They should
really appreciate being able to not
eat in Saga every single day with
the same old Saga dinners."
Freshman Michelle Sisto enjoys
eating on campus in the dining
hall, but agrees that it can get busy.
"I usually eat breakfast and dinner
[in the dining hall] and sometimes
lunch and Late Night Dinner is
really busy. Depending on if you
go before or after the rush, it can
be calm."
With Gael Flex, students have
the option of skipping the long
lines and hectic atmosphere and
either picking up a snack at Cafe
Louis or driving five to ten minutes
off campus for a different meal.
Gael Flex works like a debit card
- anytime a student runs out of
money, they can deposit more
into their account. For students
like Sisto, who do not carry credit
cards, "It is a nice option ... Unless
I have cash, I can't use anything".
An easy and safer option than
a credit card, Gael Flex provides
flexibility and convenience to the
Saint Mary's student living on
campus.
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Donations rise during 2009-10 academic year
bV Ashlev Hagin
News Editor
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Despite the country's ongoing
recession, Saint Mary's College
has seen a rise in annual donations for the 2009-10 academic
year.
Donations were up 6%
($7,343,910) in the 2009-10 school
year compared to the previous
year. In the Vice President's Report on Advancement for End of
Fiscal Year, issued September 11,
Vice President for Development
Keith E. Brant explained that the

College received $3,365,420 in
annual giving dollars, the most
the College has ever received in
a single year. This money is used
for "current expenditures and
differentiated from capital and
endowed gifts which are used for
future purposes or held for investment." Additionally, the College
raised enough money to establish
nine new named scholarships and
two new endowed scholarships.
Athletics also received the
highest amount ever of outside
funding this year, which Brant attributes to "the fact that our men's

and women's teams produced the
greatest success for a single year
in Saint Mary's history."
While Brant notes that alumni
donations are low, parent donations are high. Brant explained,
"This is especially remarkable
given the cost of a Saint Mary's
education." Similarly, faculty and
staff donated $216,156 through
the Faculty-Staff Campaign.
Brant looks forward to the year
ahead: "I am optimistic that we
will have some big announcements this year concerning capital
gifts."

Beyond th Bubbleaecause there's a whole world out there . ..
American hiker comes home
After inadvertently crossing
the Iran border while hiking in
Afghanistan with her fi.ance Shane

Bauer and friend Josh Fattal thirteen months ago, American hiker
Sarah Shourd has finally made
her way home. The hikers have
been detained for thirteen months
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in a jail in Tehran on suspicion of
espionage; Shourd was released
on bail this month. In an article
by the Associated Press, Iranian
President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad said, "we hope that the other
two will soon be able to prove and
provide evidence to the court that
they had no ill intention in crossing the border, so that their release
can also be secured." Shourd, who
has publicly stated that she and the
two men have never been involved
in any type of espionage, calls the
whole thing "a huge misunderstanding."

Gulf oil spilL contained for

good

Faculty Advisor

In an article by the Associated
Press last week, the BP oil spill has
finally been declared dead. Five
months after the disaster, the well
has been filled with cement, and
sealed from the bottom. The cement seal, according to the article,
ensuring that "it [the well] never
causes a problem again."
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Crime Beat
09/13/10
12:20 p.m.
Incident: Information only.
Synopsis: Harassing phone calls
and emails in Garaventa Hall;
referred to Dean of Students.
09/13/10
7:05 p.m.
Incident: Medical assist
Synopsis: Possible bee sting at
Syufy Hall; referred to Community Life and Health & Wellness.
09/13/10

10:58 p.m.

Incident: Auto vs. auto
Synopsis: Dislodged bumper in
Ageno A parking lot; suspended.

09/15/10
Incident: Information report
Synopsis: Off-campus violation
of town's party ordinance; referred to Community Life and
Moraga Police Department.

09/15110

3:56 p.m.

Incident: Information only.
Synopsis: Faculty member feeling faint transported to Alta
Bates; referred to Human Resources and Health & Wellness.

09/15/10
9:55 p.m.
Incident: Fire alarm activation.
Synopsis: Microwave fire in
South Claeys second-floor
lounge; referred to Community
Life and Facilities Services.

BRYANT WEST

Bigotry anywhere is
a threat everywhere

A

s the possibility of the
military's "Don't Ask ,
Don't Tell" policy getting overturned looms, the Montana GOP
party is pressing to make not only
announcing your sexual preference illegal, but simply being
homosexual illegal.
The Montana GOP party has,
since 1997, run on the platform
that homosexuality is illegal and
any homosexual acts should result in arrest. For a country that
is shifting its opinion on gay marriage, with five states and Washington D.C. now performing gay
marriages, it's shocking that any
political party could still run on
such a stance of intolerance and
ignorance.
Take any other minority of
race, religion, nationality, color,
or creed. African American, Middle Eastern, Jewish, Buddhist,
etc. If anyone ran on a serious
political platform making being
that minority illegal, they'd be a
political pariah before you could
say "bigotry." So why do we still
stand idly by while this kind of
political bigotry against homosexuality is propagated? Anyone,
of any creed, of any political
party or religion, no matter their
views on gay marriage, should
see the folly and frank stupidity
in making homosexuality illegal.
But there it is, printed in the
Montana GOP platform under
the "Crime" section - "We support the clear will of the people of
Montana expressed by legislation
to keep homosexual acts illegal."
Montana GOP executive director Bowen Greenwood says that
it has been the position of the
party since 1997 when the case
of Gryczan v. Montana ended in
the Supreme Court striking down
state laws criminalizing homosexuality. The idea of changing
the stand has never come up for
discussion, according to Greenwood.
Of course, keeping a stance
when your party clearly agrees
with you is always a recipe for
success. According to an Associated Press (AP) article, a conservative tea party group in Montana
fired its president over an anti-gay
argument on Facebook. Many
Republicans are also speaking
out against the Montana GOP's
stance, including state Sen. John
Bruggeman, who told the AP,
"Does anybody think we should
be arresting homosexual people?
If you take that stand, you really
probably shouldn't be in the Republican Party."
With the issue of gay marriage
so prevalent in today's society,
one would think the status quo
for gay couples would have been
raised over the past decade. But
apparently, we still have a long
way to go. No minority of any
creed should find themselves the
victims of such blatant bigotry,
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ALLAH: Immigrants travel to escape oppression
Joshua Braff
continued from page 1
kicks off
His name change, as Middle Eastern people in Mexico.
well as Anti-Arab As a pioneer of her subject, Alfaroreading series
bVThomasvo
Staff Writer

Last Wednesday, September
15, Joshua Braff kicked off the
Creative Writing Reading Series
with Peep Show.
Peep Show is Braff's follow up
to his highly acclaimed novel,
The Unthinkable Thoughts of Jacob Green. Braff, who graduated

with Saint Mary's first class in
the Master of Fine Arts (MFA)
in Creative Writing, was introduced by Professor Rosemary
Graham, who described his work
as being shockingly funny, yet also
poignant. He is one of the first
students to publish a book, and
one of the first students to write
a successful follow up. Currently,
Braff is teaching an MFA class at
Saint Mary's - he's the first to do ·
that, too.
After Professor Graham's introduction, Braff began to read
from his work. He first remarked,
"There're a few F-bombs in here.
That's okay, right?" This opening
line was met with laughter from
the crowd.
Peep Show, Braff's newest work,
follows David, a Jewish seventeenyear-old who is stuck between two
worlds: his mother's Hasidic world
and his father's peep show world.
Yes, you read that correctly - the
peep show world. The novel takes
place in 1970's era Times Square,
which at that time, was still not
"Disneyfied," as Braff put it. The
renovation of Times Square to its
current iteration seems to be a sore
spot as Braff states the following:
"Giuliani. He did something with
all the homeless people and guns ...
all I know is that they were gone
the next day." Braff said that he
is not trying to bash on Jewish
people; rather, Peep Show is just
a vehicle to show a boy and his
family, and how he struggles to
find his own path.
During the question and answer
session following the reading,
Braff discussed how he has come
to this point in his career. Speaking about the MFA program, he
said, "I was stuck on study poetry
or short fiction writing on my application. This tells you I wasn't interested in making money." Upon
graduating from Saint Mary's,
he was told that in order to get a
book published, he had to write a
full-length novel rather than a collection of stories. Braff wrote his
novels like a quilt, a collection of
short stories that are sewn together
to make a complete whole: "I like
when chapters can stand on their
own."

Courtesy of web.me.com

legislation that was
passed in 1927, were
part of Mexico's
quest to assimilate
Arabs in Mexico. Despite being subject
to prejudice, Middle
Eastern immigrants
positioned themselves in society as an
elite group, forming
swank Lebanese heritage clubs and youth
groups in Mexico.
Dr. Alfaro-Velcamp explained that
she encountered
several dimensions
of Middle Eastern
immigration and
culture through her
research. She looked
at Middle Eastern
family letters and
interviewed several

Velcamp stated, "Ilooked at 10,000
immigration registration cards,
citizen complaints to the Mexican
president about the Arab immigrants, and diplomatic correspondence including state department
records." Her often tedious work
gave her a better understanding of
Arabs in Mexico and helped her
discover her great-grandfather's
history.
At the end of her speech, Dr.
Alfaro-Velcamp pointed out the
multicultural aspects of Mexico.
She also pointed out the success
and amount of wealth that Arab
communities have accumulated
after their Diaspora to Latin
America. Both her presentation
and her book, So Farfrom Allah, So
Close to Mexico, have the potential
to spark excitement about race,
ethnicity, religion, and the essence of being a Middle EasternMexican citizen.
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WRC: "Rhythm of Change" is this year's theme
continued from page 1
proud of her Portuguese heritage,
stated, "I always remembered
who I was and where I came
from." She then added that she
found herself nominated for Vice
Mayor "completely by accident."
She then "ran on the civility platform" and "came in first by one
vote." Ohene spoke about how
her family grew up in the Jim

Crow South, declaring herself a credence. Next were feelings of
"Black Womanist," and stating, anger towards those who believed
"You view politically through themselves more knowledgeable
the lens of where you're coming because they are male. Finally,
from."
getting men to join the feminist
There were three main cha!- movement was also brought up in
lenges that were discussed during panel discussion. Grayson cited
the panel. The first was working the Women's Resource Center
with e
·
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DETOUR
HHalo" reaches for the stars
Great gameplay and stunning visuals combine for one of the most-anticipated releases of 2010
bv Christian Martinez
Staff Writer

Halo: Reach, which was released last Tuesday, is 2010's
most hyped, anticipated, and promoted game for the Xbox 360.
Developed by Bungie, it is the
culmination of IO years of the
Halo mega-franchise, which has
become, in many respects, the
face and high standard of video
games and as mythologized and
revered as Star Wars and Harry
Potter. It has spawned novels,
comic books, anime series, and
even a planned motion picture.
Even the most technologically
isolated persons may recognize
the image of Master Chief, the
main protagonist of the Halo
games.
It is obvious then just how
high the bar for Halo: Reach has
been set. In typical Bungie fashion, Halo: Reach has met, and in
some ways surpassed, every expectation.
To begin with, the campaign
alone is worth the games considerable $65 price tag. It contains
some of the most adrenaline inducing gameplay and stunning visuals ever scene in a video game.

The game puts you in the role
of Noble 6, the newest member
of Noble Team, a unit of SPARTAN super soldiers on the planet
of Reach. As the game opens, an
alien race called the Covenant,
attacks the planet, laying waste
to everything in sight. It is your
job to stop them aided with a
revamped set of weapons and a
cache of new abilities such as ajet
pack, a bubble shield, hologram
decoys, and (finally) the ability to
sprint.
The gameplay is fast, intense,
challenging, and varied. One mission will have you battling the
Covenant in rocky desert terrain
while the next will send you in a
spacecraft into a dogfight.
The story is emotional, engrossing, and easy to follow, unlike previous Halo installments.
The game is not flawless however in that some of the missions
are repetitive and overlong. Killing grunts and elites in the same
building is only entertaining for
so long. Also, some of the abilities such as the bubble shield are
completely useless, and will hardly be used in the game.
These minor blemishes do
not detract from what is one of

Ph oto court esy of platformnation.co m

the most complete and involving
games this year.
As for the multiplayer element
of the game, the results are basically the same; a near flawless ex-

To all St. Mary's staffers: If
grades seem to drop in the coming weeks, this may be a major
reason.
Grade: A

ecution. The gameplay is still fast,
addicting, and rage inducing.
Halo: Reach is one of the best
video games of the year and is
well worth the purchase.

:r:own--~~~E
Affleck continues directing prowess
The Town, Ben Affleck's second directorial
effort, proves that 2007s
Gone Baby, Gone was not
a fluke , but the emergence
of, quite possibly, America's next great director.
Affleck, who also cowrote the script, shows
great talent and restraint
behind the screen, never
letting the extremely well
done action scenes overshadow the complex and
tortured characters.
The film tells the
story of Doug MacRay, a professional
bank robber from the
streets of Boston who
becomes
infatuated
with a victim of his latest robbery. The FBI
agents, led by Mad
Men's Jon Hamm, try
to bring MacRay and
his crew down .
Almost all of the
actors give bravado performances , most notably
Jeremy Renner as Doug's
psycho best friend, Jem.
The character is unpredictable and spellbinding.
Chris Cooper, one of cinemas most underrated actors, devastates in his near
5 minutes of screen time
as MacRay 's father. The
weak link here may be Affleck , who gives not a bad

bV Christian Martinez

bv Bridget Hanna

Staff Writer

Contributing Writer

performance, but rather
an unremarkable one.
He seems too removed
and unworried about the
things going on around
him that it becomes hard
to truly invest in the charact er.
The action scenes in
the movie are exciting
and thrilling. Affleck has
seemingly made stale,
cliched car chases new
again, resulting in one of

by Chuck Hogan, while
definitely a notch above
most of what comes out
these days still contains
some rough patches. Not
enough time is given to
Jon Hamm's FBI agent.
He shows up at the convenience of the plot and
simply exists to ensure
that the film has a plot.
Also, the writers saw fit
to give Affleck's character an ending that is not
only a poor fit,
but
laughable.
If there is a major flaw with the
film , the ending
is it.
One of the best
things about The
Town is it's true
sense of place.
The film is at
once a love song
to and condemPhoto courtes y o f ugo.com
nation of the city
the best chase scenes since of Boston. It is shown as
The Bourne Ultimatum. a beautiful, ugly place
The film also contains a and Affleck uses the city
fair amount of violence as another character. It is
that is quite surprising shot beautifully.
and unsettling. A heist set
The Town is one of the
at Fenway Park is one of best films of the year.
the best action scenes this It is on par with other
year.
greats such as Michael
The film 's script by Mann's Heat and Martin
Affleck, Peter Craig, and Scorcese's Boston set The
Aaron Stockard, based on Departed.
the novel Prince of Thieves
Grade: A-

Easy A is definitely not
your typical retelling of
Nathaniel
Hawthorne 's
Scarlet Letter. For one
thing, there's not a trace of
Demi Moore anywhere in
the movie, except for the
short snide remarks about
her feigned British accent.
This movie follows the
life of Olive Penderghast
(Emma Stone), a high
school nobody,
who
quickly
builds herself
up into becoming the most
famous girl in
school - well,
infamy counts,
does it not?
The
cast
of this movie
includes
Emma Stone
(Superbad,
Zombie/and),
Aly Michalka
(Bands/am),
Penn Badgley .,,~~

•••II

(John
Tucker
Must Die, Gossip Girl) , and
Amanda Bynes (She's the
Man, Hairspray). They
join together with some
more experienced actors
to create a harmonic tension typical of most high
school movies. Stanley
Tucci and Patricia Clark-

son compliment the movie
as odd and quirky parents.
This creates a unique vibe
in the Penderghast household, a not-quite-typical
conglomerate of humor
and familial love.
This film can be summarized in one word: punridden. It's both funny and
filled with puns. The characters play off each other

are quickly dropped from
importance. Their roles
seem to be included solely
for the purpose of circulating around Emma
Stone's.
This lack of depth detracts from the overall
movie, as the lost characters seem humorous and
any inquisitive audience
will want to see them fully
develop. The
plot
itself
could be less
predictable;
however the
twists
and
turns along
the way provide interesting development into
the
film ,
even
with
the
obvious cliches
presented in
the dialogue
and characters.
Overall ,
Photo courtesy of co llider. com did Easy A

j

in word-sparring fashion,
sharp tongues mimicking
sharper writers with a penchant for well-timed oneliners.
Unfortunately, some
characters
that
are
brought into the plotline

merit a grade A? Maybe
not, but it is comparable
with other comedic films
featuring witty teenage
drama, including Clueless,
JO Things I Hate About You ,
and John Tucker Must Die.
Grade: B
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DETOUR
Sitek takes new sound to the ''maximum''
TV on the Radio guitarist and producer Dave Sitek wows as Maximum Balloon

Maximum Balloon
Maximum Balloon

by Susie Foresman
Staff Writer

Dave Sitek is one of the "it" producers of the moment, best known
for producing hip acts like the Yeah
Yeah Yeahs, Foals, and his own
band, TV on the Radio. His first
solo effort under the moniker of
Maximum Balloon is a danceable
synth pop record, featuring an array of strong vocalists showcased
by his producing skills.
The first track of the self-titled
debut, "Groove Me," features
Theophilus London, a Brooklynbased rapper. The song starts off
the album on a good note; an infec-

tious beat is coupled with a soulful,
alluring plea to the listener: "let's
groove if you want to."
This momentum continues into
the second track, "Young Love."
The beat begins sparsely and builds
up to a dreamy chorus promising,
"I'll show you everything I know
about the end of time."
Another bright spot of the album is "Communion," featuring
Yeah Yeah Yeahs frontwoman
Karen 0. Reminiscent of past
YYYs songs "Maps" and "Hysteric," it is a solid pop song, especially
in showcasing the versatility and
dynamic contrast of her voice.
The album's first single, the
dance anthem "Tiger," declares
"You let your tiger out I let go of
everything that you know I don't
hold back what you feel I too cold
I I got your hand tonight." This is
an undeniably approachable and
fun song.
At first, it may come as a sur-

prise that Sitek has produced such a
poppy, accessible record, especially
in contrast with the heavier tone of
the TV on the Radio albums.

It makes sense, though, for him
to achieve this on his solo album,
which will surely please anyone
who wants an album to dance to

on a Saturday night.
Grade: ADownload: Groove Me

Live Review: Ratatat takes fans on otherworldly journey
by Alex Kozela
Detour Editor

Ratatat is a lot more than the
mysterious band that was featured
on Kid Cudi's debut album last fall.
As good as they were while
paired with Cudi, they take their
sound to a completely new level
when live. You wouldn't think an
instrumental band that barely says
more than a few "thank you's" at
its live shows could elevate an entire venue to its feet in unison and
have them bouncing to tunes for
over an hour, but that's exactly
what they did Friday night at the
Warfield in San Francisco.
The New York-based duo that
transcends genres and has become
steadily more original with every
passing year, released their fourth
studio album, the aptly-named
LP4, this past June. Ratatat is a
band that knows how to give a
crowd what it wants, playing old favorites such as "Seventeen Years,"

"Lex," and "Loud Pipes," while
showcasing their newer sound in
the form of "Drugs" and "Bilar."
While the two official
members of the band,
Evan Mast (or E*vax) and
Mike Stroud, were the
only actual human beings
on stage, they were wellaccompanied by various
holograms. These include
tutu-wearing dancers, a
violinist and cellist in 18th
century clothing, a rotating statue of Venus, a bust
of Beethoven, jumpy necklaces and fireworks that
moved to the music, and,
most notably, the mesmerizing rows and rows of
synchronized white birds
that made sense of the extensive chirp-sampling of
"Neckbrace." The visuals
didn't stop there, however,
as the videos for "Mirando" and
"Shempi" featured remixed clips

of the movie Predator and the distorted faces of ABBA and contributed well to the overall psychedelic

Photo courtesy of treeswingers.com

nature of the gig.
Ratatat's music has evolved

NY Fashion Week '10

around creating danceable video
game-like electronica with only a

guitar, a bass, and minimal percussion. While the Warfield crowd was
enamored with the band's classics,
their usage of the Middle Eastern
percussion that is heavily implemented on the last two albums was
nearly flawless and really seperates
most other live acts of today with
tifor ongm ty.
Ratatat, who resembled silhouettes for most of the show and
proceeded to lay low and in the
dark throughout the set, may be as
mysterious a band as they come,
but they also have to be considered a must-see live act. A lasting
image of their Warfield show will
undoubtedly be Mast and Stroud,
breaking down their uplifting setcloser "Bare Feast," with long hair
flailing in the eminating smoke,
rhythmically banging away on
flourescent drums, as they prove
that their show is one of immense
talent as well as extraordinary visual finesse.
Grade: A

Have You Heard?

by Susie Foresman

KRS-One

Staff Writer

In New York City last week,
the top designers showed their
looks for the Spring 2011 season. There were many noticeably recurring trends throughout the different shows. One of
the biggest trends was the influence of 1970s fashion, which
employed lots of high-waisted,
wide leg pants, wide-brimmed,
floppy hats (most prominently
at Marc Jacobs), and retro color
combinations like purple and
orange.
Another big trend was the
pairing of opposites, like a delicate, pretty piece with something more structured, as seen
at Rag & Bone. Many designers
focused on the color white on
the runways this season, reflecting the softer, more carefree vibe
of spring fashions. Of course, as

greatly from the brilliant simplicity of "Seventeen Years" and their
first two albums, which centered

by Jose AIVarez
Staff Writer

Photo courtesy o f g uardian.c o .uk

the fashion industry looks forward to spring, in the real world,
fall and winter remain the top
fashion priorities.

Lawrence Parker, better known
as
"Knowledge
Reigns
Supreme
Over Nearly Everyone"
(KRSOne ), was born in
Brooklyn in 1965.
He left home at age
14 and lived in a
homeless shelter,
where
everyone
called him Krishna
because of his interest in the Hare
Krishna movement.
By the mid 1980s, KRS-One
and Scott La Rock founded Boogie Down Productions, but La
Rock was killed in 1987 over a

dispute. KRS-One's 1993 solo debut, Return of the Boom Bap, was

conscious rapper. He is involved
with the Stop the Violence movement,
which
he founded in
1988 after the
death of Scott
La Rock, and
also
founded
the
Temple
of Hip Hop,
which seeks to
educate people .
about hip hop
culture.
KRS-One
has released six
Photo co urtesy of du s tinkirk.co m
albums under
Boogie Down
critically acclaimed and named by Productions and 10 solo albums.
hip-hop magazine The Source as His most recent work was 2010's
one of the 100 Best Rap Albums Meta-Historical in which he collaborated with Wu-Tang Clan afin 1998.
KRS-One is a very socially filiate True Master.
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OPiNiON
Verizon-Google proposal is a serious threat to net-neutrality

Dea I cou Id possibly aIlow the two industry titans to control web content

ALBEin

GARCIA

he internet as we know it
has been considered an even
playing field. No matter who was
using the internet or the content
they accessed, it all moved at the
same speed. No content, regardless
of the nature, origin, or destination,
received priority over another. This
practice has for the most part been
protected and fostered. Recently

T

however, some large telecommunications companies have argued
that because they have invested
money in buildings and maintaining
the infrastructure of the internet,
they should be allowed greater influence in determining how it is used.
While Google and Verizon
have previously maintained and
pursued policies that argue against
the existence of paid priority in
using or transmitting internet content, recently the two groups have
discussed plans that would allow
Verizon and Google to enhance the
speed of some content if the ere. ators of said content are willing to
pay money to do so. Thus, some
companies would pay money, and

in return their content would be
more accessible and available, at
faster speeds.
For example, YouTube, which is
currently owned by Google, could
pay extra money to Verizon to make
certain that YouTube content received the greatest priority in terms
of web access to users. Other sites
that have not paid a toll, however,
would be relegated to second class
web service. The other fear is that
this change could trigger higher
prices for internet consumers,
resulting in a system of internet
usage that. is tiered, demanding
higher costs for higher quality of internet, a system previously unheard
of in internet terms.

Such a change could undermine efforts of the·FCC to establish
itself as an authority over web service, which already took a hit when
a federal appeals court ruling in
April limited its power. The ruling
stated that the FCC did not have
the authority to block an internet
service provider from slowing down
or speeding up content or favoring
some parties. Thus the FCC has
been searching for other ways to
protect net neutrality, but so far have
just run into opposition.
So far the courts have said that
the FCC has no grounds to tell
Verizon and Google what to do or
how to limit their access, but their
agreement threatens the freedom

of the internet. If consumers really want to continue to have equal
access and net neutrality, the only
way to fight back and preserve it is
to create and use alternative sites
and providers who offer a neutral
ground, and lessen our reliance on
such companies.
Our ingenuity and creative spirit
is something we must rely upon
to preserve the very thing the internet was created to do. Net neutrality is an important issue. It's
been the spirit and drive behind
the internet, and we must use it to
create a competitive market where
consumers use what is fair and balanced if we want to preserve such
an important value.

Bush Era Tax Cuts: Should they Expire?
Let the tax cuts expire, bring down the deficit
bv Alison Clark

bV Jose Alvarez
Staff Writer

Contributing Writer

ith the expiration of the incometax cuts instated by the Bush
administration in 2001 and 2003, there
is considerable debate as to whether they
should be extended. Difficult economic
times make this an especially volatile issue in the upcoming November elections.
Regardless of economic circumstances, it
is unlikely anyone revels in the idea of tax
increases - especially when we are facing
the greatest economic crisis since the Great
Depression. Millions of people are out of
work or underemployed, fighting for a limited number of available jobs. Raising taxes
would be ridiculous, right?
However, the Bush-era tax cuts are set
to expire at the end of this year. In 2001,
The Tax Relief Reconciliation Act included
modifications to child tax credits, marriage
penalty relief, and a score of other provisions. The individual income tax cuts were
the most significant part of that legislation.
Furthermore, in 2003 , income tax rates on
long term capital gains and dividends were
reduced from 20% to 15%. (IRS.gov). It is
also important to note that when these tax
cuts were instituted, there were no adjustments in government spending to offset the
losses. This is the reason they were temporary tax cuts, as opposed to permanent,
because they wouldn't be sustainable longterm (Brookings Institute).
The expiration of this legislation will
undoubtedly affect the November elections
for Congress. State legislators do not want to
aid in raising taxes or adding to the growing
national debt. President Obama and other
lawmakers have considered extending tax
cuts for the middle class, while letting the
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deductions for the wealthy end. However,
extending the tax cuts of 2001 and 2003
is unsustainable in our current economic
situation.
According to William G. Gale of the
Brookings Institute, the cost of continuing
the tax cuts would be financially devastating. Extending lower tax rates would result
in $1.6 trillion over a decade. Including the
other measures and cuts of the Tax Relief
Reconciliation act, the cost would be $3
trillion dollars over the next 10 years. Our
national deficit already amounts to trillions
of dollars. To add another $3 trillion on top
of other losses we may experience would
be fiscally irresponsible and potentially
catastrophic to our economy.
On top of the fact that the tax cuts would
increase the deficit, there are other much
more viable options for providing economic
relief. For example, the added revenue
from ending the tax cuts could provide aid
to small business and/ or aid in extending
unemployment benefits. A large number of
those on unemployment are not able to find
sufficient employment by the time their benefits run. out, thus extending these benefits
would help millions of people.
Bottom line: Yes, these are trying economic times for our nation. California is
especially suffering, with an unemployment rate of 12%, compared to a national
unemployment rate of about 9%. Many
households in the U.S. would experience an
increase in income taxes if the tax-cuts are
allowed to expire. However, this is a much
better alternative to adding $3 trillion to the
nation's debt when the added revenue could
exponentially assist millions of Americans.

he Bush tax cuts were typical of your
average Republican administration
- after all, cutting taxes is part of the GOP
philosophy pertaining to fiscal policy. Those
tax cuts allowed the rich to get richer and
strengthened the middle class. More money
was in your pocket, since less of it was going straight to the government. Many argue
that cutting taxes is fiscally irresponsible
-but financial responsibility has evaded
both Democrats and Republicans for quite
a while.
According to a watchdog group called
The.ObamaDebt, a group that gathers debt
info from the Treasury Department website,
Obama has racked up $2,813 ,348,449,714
since his inauguration 604 days ago. That's
$4,657,861,671. 71 a day. The expiration of
those tax cuts would be detrimental to small
business owners, who employ the majority
of all Americans.
If the tax cuts expire, the cost of running a small business goes up. Most small
business owners make over $250,000 a year,
and that is the income bracket that Obama
would like to raise taxes for.
The most common college degree in ·
America, ironically, happens to be a business
administration degree. This indicates that
many college-age people are willing to enter
the world of free enterprise and perhaps
even start their own business in the long run.
But without low taxes to spur the growth of
small businesses, those businesses would be
struggling as they have to raise the prices of
goods and services, while cutting employees'
salaries, to meet government demands.
In turn, those small businesses would
drive away consumers and cut incentives
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for anyone to work there, causing the business to ultimately fail. Unemployment is
approaching 10%. With small businesses
being hit hard because of Obama's new
policies, that number could be on the rise
- especially with the capital gains tax,
the tax on businesses being bumped from
15% to 36%.
According to a poll conducted by the
Rochester Business Journal, 44% of all
respondents said that the tax cuts should
be made permanent, while only 7% polled
that the tax cuts should not be extended at
all. 49% voted on various compromises.
Almost one-third of all respondents were
independent voters.
"Cut government waste and spending,
lower taxes and watch the economy thrive.
It is not difficult. Oh; wait, it is difficult
because some people think that we should
grow government and raise taxes on the
earners and builders," small business owner
Kenny Harris said.
With money going directly into Uncle
Sam's pocket and out of the hands of the
consumer, the spending power is taken out
of the hands of the average American and
placed into the hands of government interests - something we have little to no control
over unless the right people are elected to
Congress.
There are people who argue for increased taxes to pay for social services
such as schools and health care. Perhaps
the government should consider properly
spending our tax dollars in areas where
we need it most, instead of considering
throwing money at our problems as the
only solution.

Letter to the Editor: Manifesta de La Hermandad

our

goal is education .
But it is with the great
misfortune of an unjust and
imperfect system that quality
education in the United States
remains a privilege rather than
a human righ_t. We are different
from that system. We resist it
consciously, making sacrifices,
investing time, giving up a lot for
a better future for everyone. Our
time, our energy, our passion
goes into this struggle. That is
why we study. That is the goal
of our education.
Quality education remains
only a privilege, but what we do

with this privilege is one of the commitment to the poor, to
most significant actions we will social justice, to quality educaever make as individuals.
tion, respect for all persons, and
We each have an obligation inclusive community including
to our communities.
a diverse faculty, student body,
Our institution is where we staff, and curriculum.
have the opportunity to learn
We do not settle for mediocand to prepare ourselves to ful- rity. We are not mediocre.
fill this obligation, to serve our
Rather than fracture our comcommunities, and to promote munities, we rebuild them.
social justice. Therefore, what
We fight apathy, complacenwe choose to learn and what we cy, and challenge the inequalities
do with what we learn is signifi- that victimize so many people
cant to our development and the in our families, communities,
improvement of our world.
· nation, and world.
At the same time, we will
We raise awareness of social,
hold our institution up to its cultural, historical, political and

ethical issues in our communities and on our campus.
We work actively to maintain
our culture and promote the
values we see as paramount for
us to flourish as a community.
Our commitment does not
end when we graduate; that is
when it expands.
We will not go back to our
communities or return to our
friends, families, and neighbors
empty handed. We will return
with the knowledge , critical
consciousness, social consciousness, and the skills to reorganize,
rebuild, and empower our com-

munities .
We are revolutionaries because when we return to our
communities we embody a commitment to social justice and
human rights.
We create and support hermandad. This sisterhood and
brotherhood is a family, a community. We support each other
in our academic work and our
lives, as we work towards everyone's success.
WE ARE LA HERMANDAD.
- Andrew Rodolfo Aguilar,
Class of 2011
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Gaels finishes tenth at Ocean Course
Senior Holm leads Saint Mary's in first tournament with tenth place finish
bv Brvant West
Editor-in-Chief

The Saint Mary's men's golf
team finished 10 out of 12 teams
at The Invitational at The Ocean
Course on Tuesday, finishing
with a 54-hole score of 302-307304-913 .
Senior Henrik Holm, junior
Anders Engel!, sophomores Ben
Geyer and Mac McClung and
freshmen Alex Bungert and Dalan Refioglu made the trip to the
East Coast for the Gaels, who
competed in their first tournament of the 2010-11 season.
Holms lead the Gaels with a 54hole total of 223 (+ 7) for twelfth
place, which was nine shots off
the pace of the tournament win-

Courtesy o smcgae s.com

Sophomore Mac McClung had the best score for the Gaels on the final day
with a one·over 73.

ners. Geyer finished second for
tbe Gaels and 38th overall with
a final score of 230 . McClung
tied for 42nd at 232, and had
the best round of the final day
for the Gaels with a one-over par
73. Engel! finished at 48th overall
at 233 , Bunger finished with a

score of 240 for 63rd overall, and
Regioglu finished 65th at 241.
The Gaels next competition
is on October 2 for the opening
round of the Cabo Intercollegiate, which will be hosted by
Santa Clara at the Querencia
Golf Club in Los Cabos, Mexico.

MSOCCER: Keeper Herrick earns third shutout
continued from page 8
sideline by sophomore Nathan
Arambula.
Coach Adam Cooper commented on the goal, "Justin has put
himself in some great spots to score
goals this year, but he just hasn't
been able to hit the finishing touch,
and today he did. It was a good
throw, a good flick, and overall a
pretty good goal."

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Despite being outshot by the
ranked Roadrunners , 13-9, the
Gaels came away with their third
victory of the 2010 season. Keeper
Doug Herrick garnered four saves
to notch llis third shutout of the
year. Cooper added, "This was a
very good win, and a gutsy win. Bakersfield is a very good team. We've
had to make some adjustments

with the amount of injuries we've
had, and with Trevor going down
today, our guys battled, played their
roles, and found a way to get a good
result and post a shutout."
Look for the Gaels to return to
the pitch this Friday in a rematch
against last year's NCAA Tournament foe, Stanford, to be played in
Palo Alto at 7 pm.

VBALL: Gaels can't find fight against Bears

Courtesy of smcgae ls.com

Junior goalkeeper Sarah Peters is ranked second in the
goals allowed tally.

wee

with a .54

WSOCCER: Gaels force tie with SMU
continued from a e 8
did very well to deal with the
adversity of the moment."
On Sunday, the Gaels faced
a very different Southern
Methodist team in Dallas, Texas,
but achieved a very similar
result in 1-1 tie on the road. For
starters, Saint Mary 's defeated
the visiting Mustangs in Moraga
just last season. Also, Southern
Methodist was hot off a pair
of wins and it's only loss came
against No. 14 Oklahoma State.
In contrast to the constantly
firing Razorbacks, the Mustangs
averaged less than five shots per

game before facing Saint Mary 's.
The Mustangs struck first by
scoring in the 64th minute, but
the lead failed to last. Only a
minute later, sophomore Daelyn
Paul took her only shot of the
game, an unassisted run from
22 feet out, that bounced off
the SMU goalkeeper and hit the
back of the net to tie the game
for good.
Next weekend, the team will
host Washington on Friday
afternoon and the Gaels will
travel to face San Jose State on
Sunday evening.

continued from page 8
the set as she earned five of her
11 kills, and the Gaels didn't look
back, winning 25-20. Saint Mary's
kept up the intensity in the fourth,
and despite a 16-24 deficit managed four straight points to cut the
Stanford lead to 24-21. But the
rally was stopped there, and the
Cardinal pulled off the win with
a 25-21 fourth set.
"Stanford is great, obviously,"
Browning said. "We played half
a match, we came out and didn't
play inspired volleyball the first
two sets. Waiting to see what hap-

pens, you can't do that against a
team like that."
Saturday's game against Cal
was no better for the Gaels, as
they were swept in three sets by
the #10 Golden Bears. Sophomore outside hitter Lauren Corp
paced the Gaels, netting nine kills
and eight digs, while senior outside hitter Megan York finished
with seven kills and eight digs.
The Gaels took a lead early
in the first set against Cal but fell
apart from there, getting 11 kills
but nine errors in route to a 25-18

Cal set win. The second set was
the closest of the nigh , e-aturing eight ties, but Saint Mary 's
couldn't stop the Bears and lost
the set 25-22. Another early lead
began set three, as the Gaels lead
3-1, but Cal retook the lead for
good at 4-3 and fell 25-16.
"Cal is a very good team and
they were better than us in every
category tonight," Browning said.
The Gaels will host two WCC
opponents this week, facing Portland on Thursday at 7 pm and
Gonzaga on Saturday at 1 pm.

Need a Tutor?

·- 1-

Get one free at the
Tutorial and Academic Skills Center
Filippi Academic Hall, Room 190
Want to work as a Tutor?
Get a job at the
Tutorial and Academic Skills Center.
Email - irpl@stmarys-ca.edu

PLAYER OF THE WEEK

-

Justin Grider
The Collegian is now accepting applications for
senior staff positions!
Positions Include:
Sports Editor
Assistant News Editor
Assistant Opinion Editor
Assistant Detour Editor
Assistant Sports Editor
Chief Photographer
Photographers

Men's Soccer
Junior Justin Grider
scored the game
winning goal in the
32nd minute of the
Gaels 1-0 victory
over #17 Cal State
Bakersfield. ltwas
Grider's first goal of
the season.
Courtesy of smcgaels.com

Applications are available outside of the
Collegian office, Ferroggiaro Hall.
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Gaels knocks out Spartans, Roadrunners
Saint Mary's wins third game against ranked opponents and improve to 4-1-1 overall

Gaels battle the
heat, tie with
Arkansas and

SMU
by DJ Bowen
Staff Writer

for Cal State Bakersfield." The
win also represented a remarkable moment for the Gaels as they
are 10-16 against San Jose State,
now having won the previous two
matches.
The Gaels used their momentum from Thursday's game to
give them the victory on Sunday
at home against no. 17 Cal State
Bakersfield. The 1-0 win featured
a goal from junior Justin Grider in
the 32nd minute, who headed in a
flick-on header from sophomore
Trevor Newquist. The play began
with a throw-in from the right

Ten long hours of travel and a
two-hour time difference brought
the Saint Mary's women's
soccer team to the deep south
for a pair of weekend matches
against Arkansas and Southern
Methodist. On Friday and
Sunday, the Gaels netted ties
against Arkansas and Southern
Methodist to give the squad a 6-21 overall record on the season.
"Great effort by this team
all weekend," head coach Kai
Edwards. "To play two games
in this heat and humidity, minus
two starting center-mids, it took
everything we had and we gave
it."
In their first ever match
against the Razorbacks, Saint
Mary's overcame a late red card
to play to a scoreless tie on Friday
afternoon. The team's leading
scorer, freshman Jordan Marada
received a red card in the 79th
minute, causing the Gaels to
play short-handed for the final
11 minutes of regulation and 20
minutes of overtime. During that
final 31 minutes of action, the
Razorbacks turned up the heat
by outshooting the visitors 3-1.
Arkansas had averaged an
astronomical 14. 7 shots per
game heading into the match
versus the Gaels, and holding
true to form, they took 18 shots
at the goal, with eight on target.
Senior goalkeeper Sarah Peters
withstood the gunning home
squad and the late barrage to
make eight saves and post her
sixth shutout of the season.
Edwards commented, "The
team did a very good job of
coming together following the
card. There was a heightened
focus, the sharpness, the attention
to detail - everyone was a leader
tonight. For a young team, they

MSOCCER, P7

WSOCCER, p7

Junior Justin Grider scored the game-winning goal in the 32nd minute of the Gaels 1-0 victory on Sunday.

hv Michael Bruer
Editor-in-Chief

The Saint Mary's Gaels Men's
Soccer squad has faced three
ranked opponents so far this season - and bested every one.
The strong start to the new season continued this week for Saint
Mary's as the Gaels took a road
victory 2-0 on Thursday and a 1-0
win at home against# 17 Cal State
Bakersfield on Sunday.
The Gaels traveled to San
Jose to take on the Spartans on
Thursday and came away with
their third victory of the season.
The win helped them to rebound

from their less-than-pleasant loss room, until Nick Marshall sealed
. to UC Davis a week and a half ago. the win with a goal in the 89th
The game began with a scoreless minute, assisted by fellow freshfirst half in which Saint Mary's man Ismail Adam.
found themselves
Achieving his
outshot 7-1.
second shutout
The second
-~
of the season and
half proved to be
leading up to his
much more rethird was keeper
warding, as the
"S?"
Doug Herrick.
Gaels outshot
- "'
"The win was
their opponent
good for us," said
10-6 en route to ..__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ head coach Adam

- e-
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the 2-0 victory. Junior Tom Mahoric put away the first goal in the
62nd minute off a header eight
yards out. His third goal of the season gave the Gaels some breathing

Cooper to smcgaels.com. "This is
a tough place to play, and we rebounded well from our last game.
Anytime you can win 2-0 on the
road is good. Now we get ready

Offense falters as Gaels can't upset ranked Cardinal, Bears
Saint Mary's loses to Stanford, Cal-Berekley in final games before conference play begins
hv1rvant West
Editor-in-Chief

The Saint Mary's Volleyball
team fell to #1 Stanford and #10
Cal this week in their final preconference games, losing to the
Cardinal on Friday 3-1 and to the
Bears 3-0 on Saturday.
The Gaels offense struggled in
both games, finishing with a .125
attack percentage against Stanford and a .052 attack percentage
against Cal. It was a disappointing end to what has been a strong
pre-conference start for the Gaels,
who currently sit at 7-5 but have
played one of the most difficult
schedules in the NCAA.
When asked if the Gaels were
ready for the wee schedule,

head coach Rob Browning said, Kamana'o finished with 11 digs
"I think we're well prepared. It's and 26 assists.
gonna be a battle, the WCC is
Saint Mary's stayed close
tough, but we're prepared. We through most of the first set, and
played a tough preseason sched- managed a late surge to tie the set
ule, harder than - - - - - - - - - - - - at 23-23 before
anyone else in our
Stanford scored
conference and
two straight to
harder than most
win the set. The
teams in the coun~
Gaels fell apart
try."
in the second set,
T h e G a e l s ._
getting just nine
struggled early
kills and finishagainst Stanford
ing with nine erand a strong third set wasn't rors for a .000 hitting percentage
enough as Saint Mary's fell on while Stanford managed a .419
Friday 3-1 in front of an excep- percent.
tionally enthusiastic crowd. SophThe Gaels came out strong in
omore middle blocker Gabby the third and took an early 7-1
Jolly finished with 11 kills, fresh- lead. Jolly was instrumental in
man outside hitter Jordan Shaw
had 10, and senior setter Kapua VBALL, p7

Q

3
__________
_

The Gaels volleyball squad couldn't find their offense in their two losses
last week.

